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BEFORE TFIE LAND USE BOARD OF APPEALS

OF THE STATE OF OREGON

THOMAS BISHOP, DORBINA BISHOP,
and TRUSTEES OF TI{E BISHOP ü3/?1/1? nnlt:trü L¡JflË

FAMILY TRUST,
Petitioners,

and

CENTRAL OREGON LANDWATCH,
Int erv en or - P et it i on er,

VS

DESCHUTES COUNTY,
Respondent,

and

KC DEVELOPMENT GROIIP, LLC
Int erv enor - Re s p ond ent.

LUBA Nos. 2077 -002 and 2017 -003

ORDER

27 INTRODUCTION

28 In LUBA No. 2077-003, petitioners appeal a county land use

29 compatibility statement (LUCS) regarding a proposal to fill two reservoirs with

30 groundwater. In LUBA No. 2017-002, petitioners appeal a county decision

3l rejecting their local appeal of the LUCS decision. The two appeals aîe

32 consolidated for review. Before the Board are various motions, including a

33 motion to dismiss both appeals, and objections to the record.
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1 FACTUAL BACKGROI]ND

2 Intervenor KC Development Group, LLC (KCDG) owns a large tract

3 that consists of at least 11 parcels, which includes a reclaimed surface rnine.

4 The tract is developed with a single-family dwelling located on one of the

5 parcels. In May 2007, the county rezoned the properly from Surface Mining to

6 Rurai Resi<ientiai lO-acre minimum (RR-10). The RR-10 zone aiiows surface

7 mining as a conditionai use oniy "in conjunction with an irrigation district." In

8 March 20L4, KCDG excavated at least 259,98I cubic yards of material from

9 two iocations on the property, in order to construct two iineci reservoirs.

10 The frst reservoir has a capacity of 59 acre-feet of water and includes

11 two constructed islands comprised of dirt and gravel along with a marina, boat

12 ÍaÍÍrç), dock and a support structure for a boat house at the north end. The first

13 reservoir is long and narrow, and was constructed as a water-skiing faeility,

14 with the constructed islands at each end used as turning points. The second

15 reservoir has a slightly smaller capacity of 57 acre-feet of water.

16 On June 13, 2014, Tumalo Irrigation District (TD) and KCDG

17 representatives met with the county to discuss a transfer of water from TID's

18 system to the newly created reservoirs. At this meeting, KCDG informed the

19 county that an application for a residential cluster development on the subject

20 properly would be submitted within a short period of time. Subsequent to the

2l meeting, the county planning director issued notice that the director would

22 elect to process any LUCS request regarding the water transfer to the subject

D^^^ 1Laéç L



1 property as a "land use action," instead of a "development action." Deschutes

Z County Code (DCC) specifies a "land use action" as a type of decision that

3 requires notice and opportunity for hearing and appeals consistent with ORS

4 lgj.763 and ORS 215.416. A "development action," on the other hand, does

5 not require public notice and hearing, and limits the right of local appeal to the

6 applicant.

7 TID then applied to the Oregon Water Resources Department (OWRD)

8 seeking permission to transfer water held in TID's irrigation system to the two

g new lined reservoirs created on the subject properly. OWRD required TID to

10 obtain a LUCS to determine whether the land uses served by the requested

11 water transfer are consistent the county's land use laws. On August, 13, 2014,

lZ the county planning director issued a LUCS decision which concluded that the

13 proposed transfer of water served the "[o]peration, maintenance, and piping of

14 existing irrigation systems operated by an Irrigation District[,]" which is a

15 permitted use in the RR-10 zone. DCC 18.60.020(I). In accordance with the

t6 planning director's decision to treat the application as a "land use action", the

17 planning director provided notice of the decision to adjoining properfy o'wners.

1g That August !3, 2014 LUCS decision was appealed to the county

p hearings ofÍicer. After holding a de novo evidentiary review' the hearings

Z0 officer reversed the August 13, 2014, LUCS decision. The hearings officer

ZI concluded that the scope of the proposed use involves not only the transfer of

22 water but also the construction of two ne\ry reservoirs. The hearings officer
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1 found the proposed use requires conditional use permits because construction

2 of the new reservoirs constituted "surface mining" in conjunction with

3 operation of an irrigation system to create a "reservoir," which is a conditional

4 use in the RR-10 zone. DCC 18.60.030.1 The hearings officer also concluded

5 that the first reservoir, the water-skiing facility, constituted a large-scale

6 recreational facility, which is a conditional use in the RR-10 zoîe. On appeal

7 to the county board of commissioners, the commissioners upheld the hearings

8 officer's decision. On appeal to L{IBA, LTIBA ultimately concluded that the

9 commissioners' decision correctly categorized the proposed use. Bishop v.

10 Deschutes County, 72 Or LUBA 103 (2015).

11 Thereafter, KCDG and TID submitted applications to the county for the

12 issuance of conditional use peÍnits for surface mining and a large acreage

13 recreational facility. The hearings officer denied both applications, after

14 concluding that KCDG did not demonstrate compliance with the conditional

15 use permit standards.

16 After the conditional use permit applications were denied, KCDG

17 informed the count-v that it no longer proposed to filI the reservoirs with TID

1 DCC 18.60.030(\M) provides as a conditional use in the RR-10 zoîe:

"Surface mining of mineral and aggregate resources in conjunction
with the operation and maintenance of irrigation systems operated
by an Úrigation District, including the excavation and mining for
facilities, ponds, reservoirs, ffid the ofÊsite use, storage, and sale
of excavated material. "
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1 irrigation water or to operate the first reservoir as a water-skiing facility.

2 Instead, KCDG then applied to OWRD for a permit to fill the two reservoirs

3 with 124 acre-feet of groundwater, describing the proposed use of water as

4 follows:

5

6
7
8

9

10

11

12

13

74

15

"One-time fill plus 44 acre feet per year in mitigæion water to be

stored n 2 ponds by KC Development Group for landscape

aesthetics, emergency fire protection, and temporary pass-through

irrigation water for personal irrigation use by KC Development
GrouP * {< t<'" Record 13'

OWRD then sent its standard LUCS form to the county, which requests that the

county provide one of two determinations. On December 14, 2016, a senior

planner issued the LUCS decision that is challenged in LUBA No. 20t7-003.

The planner checked the first box on the ORWD LUCS form, indicating that

the land uses served by the proposed water use are allowed outright or are not

regulated by the DCC.

"[x] Land uses to be served by the proposed water use (including
proposed construction) are allowed outright or are not regulated by
your comprehensive plan. * * *

"[ ] Land uses to be served by the proposed water uses (including
proposed construction) involve discretionary land-use approvals as

listed in the table below. (Please attach documentation of
applicable land-use approvals which have already been obtained).
r< * *,' Record 14.

The OWRD LUCS form includes a box for additional comments, and the senior

25 planner commented:

26 "The Deschutes County Zoning Code does not regulate the use of
27 water to be stored in 2 ponds for aesthetic landscaping, emergency

16

T7

18

t9
20
2l
22
23

24
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1

2
fire protection, or pass-through irrigation for the property owrter."
Id,

3 On December 22,2016, petitioners attempted to file a local appeal of the

4 December 14, 2016 LUCS decision to the hearings officer. With the appeal,

5 petitioners requested that the planning director elect to treat the LUCS decision

6 as a "land use action" rather than a "development action," as the director had

7 elected to do in the pre.rious LLTCS decision at issue in Bishop.

8 On December 30, 2016, the senior planner responded by e-mail, advising

9 petitioners that the LUCS decision was a "development action," for which only

10 the applicant has a right of local appeal. Supplemental Record 2-4.

li Accordingly, the senior planner rejected petitioners' attempt to file a trocal

12 appeal.

13 Thereafter, on January 4, 2017, petitioners appealed to LUBA both the

14 December 14, 2016 LUCS decision and the December 30, 2016 e-mail

15 rejecting their local appeal. The December 14, 20t6 LUCS decision is the

16 subject of LUBA No. 2017-003, and the December 30, 2016 appeal rejection is

17 the subject of LTIBA No. 2017-002. LIIBA consolidated both appeals for

18 review.

t9
20

MOTION TO STRIKE APPEIIDD( A TO PETITION¡-ERS' RESPONSE
TO MOTION TO DISMISS

2L As discussed below, the county and KCDG (respondents) move to

22 dismiss these consolidated appeals. Petitioners' response included a bound

23 Appendix A, which includes 306 pages of documents not in the slim record the
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1 county has transmitted to LUBA. In a reply, respondents move to strike

Z Appendix A, argrring that the documents therein are not in the record and not

3 subject to official notice.

4 Petitioners respond that Appendix A consists entirely of documents in

5 the record of various public entities, most of which petitioners attempted to

6 submit to the county during the proceedings below, and which are the subject

7 of pending record objection. Petitioners argue that some documents in

8 Appendix A, such as copies of the county code, are subject to official notice.

g We have held that we may consider documents outside the record for the

10 limited purpose of resolving jurisdictional disputes. While many of the

11 documents in Appendix A have no obvious bearing on the jurisdictional

IZ challenges presented in these appeals, some appear to. Specifically, these

13 include copies of the county's earlier decisions regarding the subject property

14 and the two reservoirs at the heart of the parties' dispute, at Appendix A 28-

15 II5, 240-71, and 272-73. In addition, we conclude that the documents at

16 Appendix A 116-34, which include a 2005 county decision veriffing that the

17 subject tract consists of at least 1 1 parcels, seem useful in resolving the parties'

13 jurisdictional disputes. While the foregoing documents include a number of

tg factual findings and statements regarding the subject ttact, respondents do not

Z0 argue that any of the factual statements therein are inaccurate. Accordingly, we

2I shall consider the above documents for the limited purpose of resolving the

ZZ motion to dismiss. It is unnecessary to consider the other documents in
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I Appendix A to resolve the motion, and accordingly we do not consider the

2 remaining documents in Appendix A.

3 MOTION TO STRIKE JOINT REPLY BRIEF

4 Petitioners move to strike respondents' reply brief, arguing that the reply

5 brief merelv reiterates arsuments made in the motion to dismiss. raises a new-- --J - -- '--u-'-^^-

6 issue regarding jurisdiction, and attempts to argue the merits of whether the

7 county's decision is correct.

8 As discussed below, sometimes it is necessary to address some of the

9 likely merits in resolving jurisdictional disputes regarding appeals of LUCS

10 decisions, and that is the case here. The "new issue" raised in the reply brief

11 responds to an argument made in petitioners' response that also goes to the

12 likely merits. Because the jurisdictional issues are complex, and fulI briefing is

13 helpful in resolving those issues, we shall consider the reply brief. The motion

14 to strike the reply brief is denied.

15 MOTION TO DISMISS LUBA No. 2017-002

16 LIIBA has exclusive jurisdiction over appeals of "land use decisions,"

17 defined in relevant part at ORS 197.015(10Xu) to include local gorzernment

18 decisions that concem the application of land use regulations. The subject of

19 LUBA No. 2017-002 is a December 30, 2016 e-mail from a senior planner to

20 petitioners' attorney, rejecting their local appeal. The e-mail states in relevant

2I parti "DCC 22.32.050 only allows the applicant, his or her representatives, and

22 his or her witnesses to participate in an appeal of a LUCS. For this reason, the
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1 Planning Division has not accepted the appeal request and will return the $250

Z check to your attention." Supplemental Record 2. The December 30, 2016 e-

3 mail applies a land use regulation, and is thus a "land use decision," unless

4 some exclusion applies. However, as discussed belo'w, respondents do not

5 argue that any exclusion applies to the appeal of the December 30, 2076

6 decision.

7 DCC 22.32.050, cited in the e-mail, is entitled "Development Action

I Appeals," and provides in relevant part that "Notice of the hearing date set for

g appeal shall be sent only to the applicant. Only the applicant, his or her

10 representatives, and his or her witnesses shall be entitled to participate."z 'We

11 understand the senior planner to have taken the position in the e-mail that the

lZ LUCS decision was a "development action" subject to DCC 22.32.050, and

13 that under that code provision local appeals of development actions are limited

14 to the applicant. As the parties discuss, the DCC distinguishes between "land

15 use actions," which generally require notice and a hearing, and "development

16 actions," which generally do not.3

t DCC 22.32.050 provides in tull:

"Notice of the hearing date set for appeal shall be sent only to the

applicant. Only the applicant, his or her representatives, and his or

hei witnesses shall be entitled to participate. Continuances shall

be at the discretion of the Hearings Body, and the record shall

close at the end of the hearing."

' DCC 22.04.020 defines "development action" and "land use action" in
relevant part as:
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1 Ú1 their motion to dismiss LUBA No. 2017-003, respondents argue that

2 the senior planner correctly concluded that the underlying LUCS decision is a

3 "development action," and that local appeals of development actions are

4 available only to the applicantt, and therefore correctly rejected petitioners'

5 qffcrnnf fn filp q 1noql qttrpql nf fha Tìpnarnhal- 1A )Ã1 Á T I Tf-Cr¡rv w lvvwr wl/yvsr L,r urrv vvvvrrruvL L tt Hv rrJ !vvu,

6 Petitioners respond that the county's code is unclear regarding whether a

7 right of local appeal exists in the present circumstances, and the county may

I not be correct that no right of local appeal exists for petitioners. Petitioners

9 argue that DCC 22.32.010(Ð(2), part of the county code governing local

10 appeals, appears to authorize them to file a local appeal of the LUCS dec.ision.a

"'Development action' means the review of aîy permit,
authorization or determination that the Deschutes Counfv
Community Development Department is requested to issue, give
or make that either:

"4. Involves the application of a county zorting ordinance or the
County subdivision and partition ordinance and is not ø
land use oction as defined belowl.l

.6* * * * *,, (Emphasis added.)

"'Lartd use action' includes any consideration for approval of a
quasi-judicial plan amendment or zoîe change, any consideration
for approval of a land use peÍnit, and any consideration of a
request for a declaratory ruling (including resolution of any
procedural questions raised in any of these actions)."

u DCC 22.32.010 is entitled "'Who May Appeal," and provides in relevant
part:

"4. The following may file an appeal:

i.
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1 According to petitioners, the LUCS decision is an administrative decision

2 issued without prior notice, and petitioners are adversely affected or aggrieved

3 by the decision, and therefore petitioners have a right of local appeal under

4 DCC 22.32.0r0(Ax2).

5 Both parties' arguments concern the likely merits of the appeal of the

6 December 30, 2016 decision, but do not directþ address LUBA's jurisdiction

7 over that appeal. There is no dispute that the December 30, 2016 decision

8 rejecting the local appeal applied a land use regulation, and for that reason fits

g within the definition of "land use decision" at ORS 197.015(10Xa), unless

10 some exclusion applies. However, respondents do not argue lhat any exclusion

1 I to the def,rnition of "land use decision" applies, or offer any theory or argument

72 as to why LUBA lacks jurisdiction over the December 30, 2016 decision.

13 Respondents may be corect on the merits that the planner correctþ deemed the

14 LUCS decision a "development action," and correctþ interpreted DCC

15 22.32.050 in context to limit appeal of a development action to the applicant,

,rl Aparty;

In the case of an appeal of an administrative decision

without prior notice, a person entitled to notice, a

person adversely affected or aggrieved by the

administrative decision, or any other person who has

filed comments on the application with the Planning

Division[.]"

,r2
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1 but in that case LUBA would affirm the decision after a review of the merits,

2 rather than dismiss the appeal for lack ofjurisdiction.5

3 In the absence of some legal argument invoking an exclusion to the

4 definition of "land use decision" for the December 30, 20t6 decision, or

{ irlenfifinofintr nf anrt c nfhor lacal fhann¡ qc fn rx¡hr¡ T TTFt^ lonl¿c irrricãinfin-rvósr urrvL,rJ eú uv f tLtJ urJy¡ I rsvrlLr Jsrruvrvurvrr

6 over the appeal of that decision, we have no basis to dismiss LUBA No. 2017-

7 002 or to grant petitioners' alternative motion to transfer the appeal to circuit

8 court. Accordingly, respondents' motion to dismiss LIIBA No. 20i7-003 is

9 denied.

10 MOTION TO DISMISS LUBA No. 2017-003

11 Respondents also move to dismiss LUBA No. 2017-003, the direct

12 appeal of the planning director's December 14,2016 LUCS decision, for two

13 reasons.

14 First, respondents argue that the LUCS decision is excluded from

15 LUBA's jurisdiction pursuant to ORS 197.015(l0XbXHXii), which excludes

16 from the definition of "land use decision" a LUCS decision concluding that the

5 Indeed, in a case with a very similar posture, Curl v. Deschutes County,69
Or LIIBA 186, 192-93 (20t4), we agreed with the county that under the DCC
there is no right for a non-applicant to file a local appeal of a LUCS decision
that the county treated as a development action rather than a land use action. In
Curl,we ultimately affrrmed the appeal of the decision denying the local appeal
of a LUCS decision, and then addressed the merits of the direct appeal of the
LUCS decision.
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1 land use that would be authotized by the proposed state agency action is

2 ,,allowed without review" under the county's land use regulations.6

3 Second, respondents argue that the LUCS decision is excluded from

4 LUBA,s jurisdiction pursuant to ORS 197.015(10XbXA), which excludes from

5 the definition of "land use decision" a decision made under land use standards

6 that do not require interpretation or the exercise of policy or legal judgment'7

7 'We 
address the two jurisdictional challenges together.

6 ORS lg7.0I5(10XbXH) excludes from the definition of "land use

decision, at oRS 197.015(10xu) a local govemment decision:

,,That a proposed state agency action subject to oRs 197.180 (1)

is compátibie with the acknowledged comprehensive plan and land

use regulations implementing the plan, if:

.,(i) The local government has already made a land use decision

authorizin[ u nt. or activity that encompasses the proposed

state agencY action;

,,(ii) The use or activity that would be authorized, funded or

undertaken by the proposed state agency action is allowed

without review under the acknowledged comprehensive

plan and land use regulations implementing the plan; or

"(iii) The use or activity that would be authorized, funded or

undertaken by the proposed state agency action requires a

future land use review under the acknowledged

comprehensive plan and land use regulations implementing

the plan[.]"

t ORS 197.015(10) provides, in relevant part:

"'Lartduse decision':

.c*****
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A. Introduction

To satisff statutory obligations to ensure that state agency actions

affecting land use are consistent with the statewide planning goals, many state

agencies have adopted coordination programs that essentially rely upon local

sovernments to determine whether land uses associated r;sifþ sfare âoenr.\-I,,rerr uuwlv uõvrrvJ

permits and actions are consistent with acknowledged comprehensive plans and

land use regulations. The LUCS determination is the vehicle commonly

employed for accomplishing this function.

Providing an accurate and complete response to a state agency LUCS

request often requires the loca1 government to make several determinations,

implicitly if not explicitly. First, to the degree necessary, the local government

must characterize the nature and scope of the proposed land use that is

associated with the state agency action. This step may involve consideration of

past land use decisions approving the land use or aspects of the land use (".g., u

prior use verification, or prior conditional use permit).

16 Typically, the characterization of the proposed use is based solely on

17 infnrrnofinn nrnr¡ir{p.r{ h-¡ fhp onnlinanf IJnrtro.ra. fLo l^^ol ô^rzôffiñônf io nnfr reve sl/l/¡rvÇuL. ¡ av vY v Y vr, luv ¡vvgl óv Y vllullwrru Iù II\_rL

18 bound by the characterization offered by the applicant, and can consider other

"(b) Does not include a decision of a local government:

"(A) That is made under land use standards that do not
require interpretation or the exercise of policy or legal
judgment[.]"
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1 information as necessary to make a sufficient charactenzation of the nature and

2 scope of the land use.

3 Second, the local govefitment must determine whether and how its land

4 use regulations categorize and govern the land use described in the first step.

5 This second step can be quite straightforward, requiring a simple glance at the

6 zoning code, or complex, involving interpretation or legal judgment. A

7 straightforward example might be determining that a proposed single family

8 dwelling in a rural residential zoîe is a permitted use in that zone. Such a

g determination would almost certainly result in a LUCS decision made under

10 land use standards that do not require code interpretation or the exercise of

11 legal judgment, and for that reason alone the decision would be excluded from

12 LUBA's jurisdiction under ORS 197.015(10XbXA).

13 In other cases, determining the correct land use category for a proposed

14 use and what land use regulations apply, if any, requires interpretation or legal

15 analysis. For example, if the proposed use is not listed as an allowed or

16 conditionally allowed use in the applicable zoÍre, but the applicant asserts that

17 it is accessory to an identified primary use of the property, some legal analysis

18 may be necessary to determine whether the proposed use satisfies whatever

lg requirements and limitations the applicable local land use laws impose on

ZO accessory uses. In the latter case, the resulting LUCS decision might not be

Zl subject to the exclusion for ministerial decisions at ORS 197.015(10XbXA)
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1 (although, as discussed below, it may be subject to one of the exclusions at

2 ORS 1e7.01s(l0XbXÐ)

3 A final step is to determine, based on the characterization and

4 categorization conducted in the first two steps, what future land use reviews

{ ^-l ^^^*^-r^lo if ^--t nno nonrrìno.7 T^* 4tr o ^*^^^oot{ lo-rl rroa fn nnarataJ 4rlu 4Ì,rIJr v v úùrù, ri aLLtJ , c¿r v r vYLrr¡. v\l I'\^ Luv lJr LrIJvùw\, 16Lrrlr sùv Lv vlJvi srL

6 consistently with the local govenìment's land use legislation. If there are any

7 discretionary revie\ /s or approvals that are necessary to lawfully construct or

8 operate the use, the LUCS decision should identiff them.8

9 The foregoing desøþion of the LUCS decision-making process

10 represents something of an ideal, and the practical reality is that many LUCS

11 decisions do not (and often need not) involve all three steps, or a detailed

1,2 analysis at each step. In many cases, a simple "check the box" approach that

73 the county planner employed here may suffice. However, a "check the box"

14 approach presents problems on review (for LUBA or the circuit court,

15 whichever body has jurisdiction) when the facts, the history of the property, or

* It ir important to note that if the LUCS decision goes beyond identiûing
future required discretionary land use reviews, and actually conducts such
reviews or issues approvals under discretionary standards, the decision is no
longer simply a LUCS decision, but is likely also a "permif' decision as

defined at ORS 215.402(4) and ORS 227.160(2), in which case the local
government must provide notice and other statutorily required procedural
protections. Curl, 69 Or LUBA at 194. There are also jurisdictional
consequences: a LUCS decision that also applies approval standards to grant
permits or approve development is not subject to the exclusions at ORS
197.015(10XbXH). Campbell v. Columbia County, 67 Or LUBA 53, 59-61
(2013).
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T4
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t6

t7

18

t9

20

the applicable law are more complex. In such cases, it would be appropriate to

append a more detailed analysis to the state agency's LUCS form. With that

general observation, \Me no\M turn to the parties' arguments regarding

jurisdiction over the December !4,2016 LUCS decision.

B. The December 1412016 LUCS Decision

As explained, in two previous land use decisions the county determined

that the 2014 excavation of the two reservoirs belongs to a land use category

called,,surface mining," a use that is permitted outright in the Surface Mining

zoÍre, but allowed as a conditional use in other zones, including the RR-10

zorre, only if done in conjunction with the operation of irrigation district

system. After the county denied KCDG's application for a conditional use

permit to construct and operate the reservoirs in conjunction with an irrigation

district, KCDG applied to OWRD for a permit to frll the two reservoirs with

lZ4 acre-feet of groundwater, describing the proposed use of water to be for

.,landscape aesthetics, emergency fire protection, and temporary pass-through

irrigation water for personal irrigation use by Kc Development Group *< * *(."

Record 13. As noted, a county senior planner concluded that the DCC "does

not regulate the use of water to be stored in 2 ponds for aesthetic landscaping,

emergency fire protection, or pass-through irrigation for the property owner."

Record 14.
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1 1. ORS 1e7.01s(10xbxÐ

2 We first address respondents' argument that the December 14, 2016

3 LUCS decision is excluded from the definition of "land use decision" under

4 ORS 197.0I5(10)(a), because the land use standards that apply do not require

5 infamrofqfinn ^r o*o.^ioo ^f 1o-ol irrrlcmanf o-.{ +1"o rlo^ioi^- +htto follo .tti+hi-r uruvrl/¡vlsürvrl ¡Jr v1\!,rvrúv rJ¡ Ävósr J+uóurvlrr, orru rrrv uvvrÈrvrr urr4ú Iql¡J YÌlllrlrr

6 the exclusion at ORS l97.0I500XbXÐ. According to respondents, the

7 planner correctly concluded that the proposed uses of water are "regulated

8 solely by OWRD." Motion to Dismiss 8.

9 Petitioners respond, arnd \¡/e agree, that the challenged LUCS decision

10 does not fall within the exclusion for rninisterial decisions at ORS

11 L97.0l500XbXÐ. 'We first note that the LUCS decision appears to focus on

12 the proposed end use of the water that O'WRD would authoÅze (to provide

i3 water for landscaping, fire protection and irrigation), without identifliing the

14 "land uses to be served by the proposed water uses (including proposed

15 construction)," as requested in the words of the OWRD LUCS form. It goes

16 without saying, as respondents argse, that it is OWRD that regulates the

!7 proposed use af water. But that is not the question that OWRD asked the

18 county. The relevant question is whether the county's land use ordinance

19 includes provisions that govern the land uses to be served by the proposed use
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1 of water.e The LUCS decision does not squarely address that question, which

2 complicates our jurisdictional anaþsis.

3 In their motion to dismiss, respondents argue that the proposed uses of

4 water will serve the residential use of the property, as accessory uses to the

5 residence located on one parcel in the subject tracts. Respondents note that

6 DCC 18.60.020 provides that a single-family residence is a permitted use in the

7 RR-10 zone) and that "accessory uses" to permitted uses are also "permitted

8 outrighLt."

g That theory might be implicit in the LUCS decision, but if so there are

l0 several problems with it. First, as petitioners argue, DCC 18.04.030 defines

11 "accessory use or accessory structure" as a use or structure that is "incidental

lZ and subordinate to the main use of the properfy, and located on the same lot as

e To illustrate the distinction, if the applicant sought an OWRD permit to

dig awell to supply groundwater to fill a swimming pool, O'WRD's regulations

wõuld apply to the proposed well and possibly also the proposed end use of the

water (for 
-recreatiõnal 

swimming). The county's land use regulations, of
course, do not regulate the use of water for recreational swimming (or

landscaping, fire prevention or irrigation). But the county's land use

regulations probably do govern construction and use of swimming pools in
ruial residential zones. Possibly, such pools would be categoÅzed as accessory

to a residential use or uses, and would be allowed if subordinate and incidental

to a primary residential use of the properfy. An adequate LUCS decision in the

foregoing circumstance would identiff the land use to be served by the

ptopãr"d use of water (the primary residential use), determine the category of
ih"- ptoposed land use or structure associated with the use of water (the

swimming pool, an accessory structure/use to the primary residential use), and

determine whether the pool's construction or operation requires any future

discretionary land use approvals þrobably not).
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1 the main use." Petitioners argue, and respondents do not dispute, that the two

2 reservoirs in which the groundwater will be stored are not located on the same

3 lot (or parcel) as the dwelling on the properfy.

4 In a reply, respondents appear to withdraw their arguments based on

{ ^^^ooô^ñ¡ rroôõ Þo^l*r 12 Þ^-^^-,{^n*n nrærra +tr ^+ ^1^--;Â'ì-^ 4tr'o ^*^^^.olJ C¿vLwÐù\ÄJ uùuù. rwPrJ rJ. rwùy\rrrr.rvrrLlf <¿l'ËLrv Lrl'llL vr(¿ù!)rrJrlrË Lrrv i,,r\rlJlJù\/\r

6 uses as accessory uses is not necessary to support the decision. Id. That may

7 be, but the problem remains that the LUCS decision does not identiff any land

8 uses that the proposed use of water will serve, and on appeal respondents have

9 withdrawn their only attempt to identifr or describe those land uses. This

10 fundamental failure to identi$ a land use served by the proposed use of lx/ater

11 has consequences for the jurisdictional anaþsis. \Mithout an identified land

12 use, we cannot tell whether the LUCS decision concerns land use regulations

13 that do not require interpretation or the exercise of legal judgment, for purposes

14 of the exclusion at ORS 197.015(10XbXÐ, because we can only speculate

15 what land use regulations, if any, it does concern.

16 A related problem is that, unlike the county's previous LUCS decisions

1'7 ^^-^^*:- .L,^^ ^.c +L^ +--,^ -^^^*,^:-^ +L^ ^L^11^-^^J T TTfìo l^^^ -^+L t tJ\rIIvçIIlIlrË PIUP\rùçu (rùç LrI LIIç Lwu lçùçIVUIIù, Lllç UlIctIIçIIËçLr IJ\JUù Lluttö IIUL

18 address the legal status of the two reservoirs. The county had previously

19 determined that excavation and construction of the two reservoirs constituted

20 "surface mining," which was potentially allowed as a conditional use in the

2l RR-10 zoîe as long as it was in conjunction with the operation of an irrigation

22 district system. KCDG's current request to OWRD specified that the
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1 groundwater would be stored in the two reservoirs, and there seems no possible

Z dispute that the two reservoirs are properly viewed as being part of the

i proposed land use, for purposes of making the LUCS decision.lo At noted, the

4 OWRD LUCS form requested that the county classifu the land use to be served

5 by the proposed water uses, "including proposed construction." Under these

6 circumstances, we agree with petitioners that any LUCS decision involving the

7 use of the two reservoirs must address the reservoirs' construction and legal

8 status. Are they lawful nonconforming uses? Are they accessory to a primary

g use of the property? Or, as petitioners argue, are they allowed in the RR-10

10 zoîe at allonly if in conjunction with an irrigation district system?

11 In their reply, respondents offer for the first time a theory regarding the

lZ legal status of the two reservoirs. According to respondents, the excavation

13 and construction of the two reservoirs is exempt from the definition of "surface

t4 mining," at DCC 18.04.030, and hence excluded from the "surface mining"

15 land use category.ll Specifically, respondents argue that excavation and

to Althorrgh, as petitioners note, it is not clear why the end uses of water that

KCDG identlfred-for aesthetic landscaping, fire prevention and irrigation-
require storage of water in open reservoirs. Groundwater used for landscaping,

firå preventiõn or irrigation on the property could possibly be pumped directþ

from the ground, depãnding on the volume required at any given time, rather

than be pumped from the reservoir. Neither the LUCS decision nor KCDG on

appeal explains why the proposed end use of water requires storage in the two

reservoirs.

tt DCC 18.04.030 defines the term "surface mining" in relevant part:
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1 construction of the reservoirs is excluded from the definition of "surface

2 mining" at DCC 18.04.030 because it involved excavation or grading

3 operations conducted by the landowner in the process of "on-site

4 construction[.]" We understand respondents to argue that the "on'site

"'Surface mining' means

"4. Includes:

"1. All or any part of the process of mining by removal of
+L^ ^-.^-L..-J^- ^-l ^--+-^^+i^.^ ^f "^^+-...^1 *:.^^..^1Lrrn u v nl u ur- tlçIr aír.lu rt.ÁLI ¡lu LIUII uI llaLul aI tulllËI ¿1I

deposits thereby exposed by any method including,
open pit mining operations, auger mining operations,
processing, surface impacts of unCergrounC mining,
production of surface mining refuse and the
construction of adjacent or off-site borrow pits,
exceptthose constructed for access roads; and

"2. Mining which involves more than 1,000 cubic yards
of material or excavation prior to mining of a surface
area of more than one acre.

"8. Does not include:

rr1 The construction of adjacent or ofÊsite borrow pits
which are used for access roads to the surface mine;

Excavation and crushing of sand, gravel, clay, rock or
other similar materials conducted by u landowner,
contractor or tenant on the landowner's properfy for
the primary purpose of construction, reconstruction or
maintenance of access roads and excavation or
grading operations conducted in the process of
farming or cemetery operations, on-site road
construction and other on-site construction, or
nonsurface impacts of underground mines[.]"
(Emphasis added,)

,r2
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1 construction" that the excavation and grading furthered was the construction of

Z the reservoirs themselves.

j hr their motion to strike the reply, petitioners argue that respondents'

4 new theory goes to the merits of the appeal, and does not provide a basis for

5 LUBA to conclude that the exclusion at ORS 197.015(10XbXA) applies, for

6 decisions made under standards that do not require interpretation or legal

7 judgment. Petitioners argue that, if given the chance, they will demonstrate

g that the county erred to the extent it relied upon the exemption for "on-site

g construction" in the definition of "surface mining" in DCC 18.04.030 to

10 authorize the excavation and construction of the two reservoirs.

11 'We agree with petitioners that respondents' new theory regarding the

lZ legal status of the two reservoirs does not establish that the LUCS decision was

13 issued under land use standards that do not require interpretation or the

14 exercise of legal judgment. The most obvious problem is that the LUCS

15 decision did not adopt the theory articulated in respondents' reply, or even

L6 address the definition of surface mining the theory is based on. Even if that

17 theory \¡/ere deemed to be implicit in the LUCS decision, we agree with

1g petitioners that some interpretation of DCC 18.04.030, and other contextual

Ig provisions, is necessary to reach any conclusion regarding whether the two

20 reservoirs were authorized under the exemption to the definition of "surface

2I mining" in DCC 18.04.030. Among other problems, the exemption provides

22 that excavation and grading in the process of "on-site constructiorf is not
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1 "surface mining," but it does not say what such excavation and grading zs, or

2 purports to independently authorize such activities. It could be that excavation

3 and grading in the process of "on-site construction" is permitted as an adjunct

4 to "on-site construction," but the structure that is constructed must be

< ^"+L^-l-^Å ^t^^'-'L^-^ :- +L^ ^^-1:^^L1^ Do-^^-'{o-4-' annaran4J a.LlLl llrt l,atv\l Ulù'v vVItUI'v llt Llr! q.y|Jfrv4Lrrtv ¿LiIIv. I\vù}JUIiLrwrlLù ú¿yyc¿r wuL

6 interpretation of the "surface mining" definition, that excavation of a hole in

7 the ground is selÊauthorizing as a land use, because the excavation itself

8 constitutes the "on-site construction" that exempts the excavation from the

9 scope of "surface mining," is at best only one interpretation, and perhaps not

10 the correct interpretation, of DCC 18.04.030.

11 In any case, no matter how the DCC 18.04.030 definition of "surface

12 mining" is interpreted, the fact that it requires interpretation at all defeats

13 respondents' argument that the standards applied in the LUCS decision do not

14 require interpretation or the exercise of legal judgment, for purposes of the

15 ministerial exclusion at ORS t97.0t5(10XbXÐ. Accordingly, we conclude

16 that the challenged decision is not excluded under ORS 197.015(10XbXA)

1n f-^* +L^ Ã^G1,-2+i^^ ^ç.c1^^Ã -.^^ l^^:-:^- r,
T I I.IUIII LIIç LTTiIIIIILIUII \JI I'1,TILI LIùT' LIçUIùIUII.

18 2. ORS 1e7.01s(l0XbXHXiÐ

19 'We turn then to respondents' argument that the challenged LUCS

20 decision is subject to the exclusion at ORS 197.015(10xbxÐ(ii), for LUCS

2I decisions that determine that the land use associated with a state agency permit

22 or action is "allowed without review" under local land use legislation.
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1 ORS 197.015(10Xb)(HXÐ through (iii) apply to a LUCS decision that,

2 essentially, categori zes aproposed land use in one of three ways: (1) as already

3 approved, (2) as allowed without land use review, or (3) as allowed with future

4 land review. See n 6. A LUCS decision that reaches some other conclusion,

5 e.g., thalthe proposed land use is not allowed under local land use regulations,

6 is presumably not subject to the exclusion. Further, we have held that, given

7 the wording of oRs 1g7.015(10xbxH), an exclusion under that provision

g applies only if the local govefitment correctly categorizes the proposed use as

g falling within the scope of the relevant exclusion. McPhillips v. Yamhill

10 County,66 Or LUBA 355, 360 (2012), aff'd 256 Or App 402,300P3d299

11 (2013).

Iz For many of the same reasons discussed under the ministerial exception

13 at oRs 197.015(10xbxÐ, \rye conclude that respondents have not

t4 demonstrated that the exclusion at oRS 197.015(10xbxÐ(ii) applies. As

15 noted, the county's LUCS decision concludes that the DCC does not regulate

L6 the end uses to which the groundwater will be put, aesthetic landscaping,

17 emergency fire protection, and irrigation pass-throughs to the properfy owner'

1g However, the decision does not identiff the land use or uses served by the

Lg proposed use of water. The county may have implicitþ viewed the pertinent

ZO land use to be the single-family dwelling located on one of the parcels that
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1 make up the subject tract.r2 But even if we assume that to be the case, the

2 decision makes no attempt to evaluate the legal status of the two reservoirs that

3 will be used to store the groundwater, or to connect the two reservoirs to the

4 single-family dwelling in any way. The first theory offered by respondents on

5 appeal, that the reservoirs or the storage of water in the reserv-oirs is accessory

6 to the dwelling, was withdrawn. The second theory, that excavation and

7 construction of the two reservoirs is permitted without review because it

8 constitutes "on-site construction" exempted from the definition of "surface

9 mining," is problematic, as discussed above.

10 As noted, an exclusion at ORS 197.015(10XbXÐ applies to deprive

11 LIIBA ofjurisdiction it would otherwise exercise over a LUCS decision only if
12 LUBA can conclude, based on the arguments and evidence presented, that the

13 local goveÍlment correctly categorized the land use at issue in a manner that

L4 brings it within the ambit of one of the exclusions. McPhillíps,66 Or LIIBA at

15 360. As explained, the LUCS decision does not identi$', much less categorrze,

16 the land use(s) served by the proposed use of groundwater, and makes no

"7 
aitempt to evahiate the legal stafus of the tw-o reservoirs that are appaîently a

18 key structural element of the proposed use of water. Given these deficiencies,

19 we caTìnot say that respondents have established that the LUCS decision

t' Or possibly some unidentified agricultural use for the proposed pass-
through irrigation. Petitioners argue, and respondents do not dispute, that there
is little or no agricultural use on the subject tract.
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correctly categoÅzes the land uses at issue in a manner that brings the decision

within the ambit of the exclusion at oRs 197.0I5(10xbxHxiÐ.

Accordingly, the motion to dismiss LUBA No. 2017-003 is denied.

C. Conclusion

In resolving the motions to dismiss, we have attempted to refrain from

commenting on the likely merits of the two appeals. Nonetheless, our analysis

necessarily highlighted several deficiencies in the Decembet L4, 20L6 LUCS

decision that will tikely be a problem for respondents in defending the decision

on the merits, whether those merits are ultimately reviewed by LUBA, or by the

circuit court after transfer, as petitioners have requested in the event LUBA

concludes that it lacks jurisdiction over either appeal. under these

circumstances, we suggest that the more expeditious course may be for the

parties to stipulate to (1) voluntary dismissal of LUBA No. 2017-002, the

appeal of the December 30, 2016 e-mail rejecting the local appeal, and (2)

voluntary remand of LUBA No. 2017-003, the December 14, 2016 LUCS

decision. Absent such a stipulation that is frled with LUBA within 21 days of

the date of this order, LTIBA will proceed to resolve the pending record

objections.

Dated this 21st of March,2017

oú
Tod A. Bassham
Board Member
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